LIST OF CHARACTERS FOR THE HOST – EXPANSION PACK #1

(6 characters total –4 either gender, 1 M, 1F, and all expandable into teams. Teams are shown on the
character list below.)

EXPANSION PACK #1
Each one of the unique player roles below can be expanded to include as many players as you will need. These players will
play as a team during the game, but still mingle about and sleuth the crime on their own.

Lou Violet
Magician

Optional character
Either

Magician’s
Assistant

Assistant to Lou Violet
Optional character

Lou Violet is the incredibly paranoid magician.
Lou performs weekly at the Moon Shadow
Playhouse and is constantly dribbling about
conspiracy theory nonsense. Lou is a talented
magician with a great team of assistants. Lou
performs an amazing magic show; however,
Lou is quite exhausting to be around on a
personal level.

Glitzy purple
attire of any kind
or black tuxedo
with a top hat.
Purple trimmed /
colored hat.
Optional - magic
wand/bag of
tricks to perform
for other guests.

Lou Violet’s assistants are the best in the
entertainment business. They are an attractive
bunch with great performing skills.
Nonetheless, there are rumors floating around
town that Lou is replacing most of the longtime
assistants with rookies, and the show is
suffering.

Glitzy purple
attire of any kind
or black tuxedo
with a top hat.
Purple trimmed /
colored hat.

Izzy Maroon is the eccentric makeup artist at
the Moon Shadow Playhouse and weapon
collector. Izzy loves to discuss the types of
weapons in his/her collection such as blast
knuckles, chain whips, grappling hooks and
throwing star necklaces. The theater actors
who sit in Izzy’s makeup chair certainly never
voice a complaint.

Trendy
burgundy attire
of any kind.
Burgundy
trimmed /
colored hat.
Optional to have
a makeup kit to
do ‘touch ups’
on people at the
party.

The members of the Moon Shadow Playhouse
makeup team are all very obedient, hardworking professionals. Rumor has it that they
are simply scared to work for someone like Izzy
Maroon. Management of the theater does not
mind, however, as the makeup always gets
done on time for the opening act and nobody
ever complains.

Trendy
burgundy attire
of any kind.
Burgundy
trimmed /
colored hat.
Optional to have
a makeup kit to
do ‘touch ups’
on people at the
party.

Either

Izzy Maroon

Lead Makeup Artist
Optional character
Either

Makeup Team
Moon Shadow
Playhouse

Optional character
Either
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Cass Chocolate
Lead Production
Assistant

Optional character
Either

Production
Assistant
Moon Shadow
Playhouse

Cass Chocolate is the incessant workaholic and
insomniac. Cass is rarely seen without dark
circles under his/her eyes from a lack of sleep,
but is mentally sharp as a tack. Cass and
his/her crew assist everybody at the Moon
Shadow Playhouse and ensure that everything
runs smoothly during performances.

Brown attire of
any kind.
Brown/brown
trimmed hat.
Dark circles
drawn under
your eyes as an
optional effect.

The production assistants that report to Cass
Chocolate are a boisterous bunch. Cass has
his/her hands full, as this team needs to be
micromanaged. Cass can become quite
intolerant of ill-behavior on occasion – but for
good reason.

Brown attire of
any kind.
Brown/brown
trimmed hat.

Bruno Ivory is the wacky pop star that was
catapulted to fame last year with his uber-hit
single – Eatin’ Grenades. His most recent hit,
I’m in Love with a Cockroach, reached #1 last
week. Bruno is famous for doing peculiar things
and keeps his entourage very busy.

Trendy yet
conservative
white/ivory attire
of any kind.
White/ivory
colored hat.

Bruno Ivory’s entourage is a group of serious
professionals. Bruno has risen to fame in such
a short amount of time; his entourage has had
a difficult time keeping up with the demands of
the pop star – and his increasing needs for
security.

Trendy yet
conservative
black suit.
White/ivory
colored hat.
Optional to have
a toy gun and
ear pieces.

Optional character
Either

Bruno Ivory
Pop Star

Optional character
Male

Entourage
Bruno Ivory’s
Entourage

Optional character
Either

Maria Lime
Mobster

Optional character
Female

Mobster

Silver Dollar Mob
Optional character
Either
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Maria Lime is a notorious gangster from the
Silver Dollar Mob. She is trying to remain
undercover, as there may be federal agents
lurking about in Bloodworth Falls, and she is a
wanted felon. She often makes up stories
about what she does for a living if she senses
that you are part of law enforcement.
The mobsters of the Silver Dollar Mob from
Anonville are an infamous group of criminals.
They all report to Silver Dollar Sonny, who is a
legendary crime boss that is wanted by federal
agencies. Sonny crept underground many
years ago and rumor has it that the feds are
actively searching for him and his mobsters.
Rumor has it that the mob has relocated to
Bloodworth Falls!

Black suit with a
green colored or
trimmed hat. A
fedora and toy
gun as an
optional prop.

Black suit with a
green colored or
trimmed hat. A
fedora and toy
gun as an
optional prop.

John/Jane Doe
Unknown

Optional character

Nobody knows who this person is at the
Hatter’s Ball. Everybody agrees that this
person is certainly up to no good.

Either

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solid color full
face mask of
any style and a
hat/hoodie to
hide your hair.
Try to appear
androgynous by
covering your
hair and wearing
baggy clothing.

Here's the breakdown of how to host a large game with this pack:

18 unique players from the main game.
6 unique players from expansion pack #1
Up to 15 duplicate Magician's Assistants led by Lou Violet, Expansion Pack #1.
Up to 15 duplicate Makeup Artists led by Izzy Maroon, Expansion Pack #1.
Up to 15 duplicate Production Assistants led by Cass Chocolate, Expansion Pack #1.
Up to 15 duplicate Entourage Members led by Bruno Ivory, Expansion Pack #1.
Up to 15 duplicate Mobsters led by Maria Lime, Expansion Pack #1.
Up to 15 duplicate John/Jane Doe characters, Expansion Pack #1.

With the main game and expansion pack #1, you’ll have 24 unique players and
90+ additional players on teams as described above for over 100 players total.
For more unique players, add the 16 player expansion pack #2.

Your new pre-game guest site is
Yourmysteryparty.com/hattersball
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